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Content Quality Criteria Score Comments from the assessor 

1 Does the website offer learning possibilities 
Is the content structured in a way which enables learning steps? Can you 

see a kind of learning path in the website or just information 

background? Does the page allow to raise questions on learning issues? 

Are pictures and videos used to support a learning process? What is the 

overall learning content quality of the page? Are available information 

about how e.g. an exam is realised or e.g how to read blood exam 

results or which is the iter for a particular investigation (e.g. diet for one 

day). Are available information about promotion or prevention or 

rehabilitation techniques?

2 Usefulness / relevance for target audience 

Are the authors of the page aware of their target audience? Is text and 

content structured and presented in a way which is useful and 

accessible for the target group? Is the level of language used relevant 

for the target group? Are available pages shown which are the main 

activities realised in the hospital or which are the excellence of the 

hospital? Are available CV of specialists working in the hospital so that it 

is easy to individuate the physician dealing with a particular pathology? 

3 Information levels

Does the content cover whole subjects / ranges of hospitals and/or 

departments or only partially or is it only an overview which is 

presented? Is the coverage appropriate for the target group envisaged ? 

Are the information shown for non expert? At same time are there 

further information in case a citizen would like to go in deep with the 

issue (further specialist articles, Guideline at National level)

4 Illustrations and multimedia content 
Are pictures well selected and of good quality, do they support a 

learning process and explain things in a more clear way? Are videos used 

to illustrate issues and support learning? Do all media formats used have 

a professional and good quality appearance? Do pictures, videos, 
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a professional and good quality appearance? Do pictures, videos, 

graphics, audio files used generally and clearly support the learning 

content? Are there any advertisements on the website and are they 

anoying or useful? 

5 Multilingual setup

Is the website available in different languages, totally or only partially? 

Can you estimate the quality of translated languages - is it only a rough 

translation or a good quality? Are videos and audio files also available in 

other languages? Does the page offer more than one other language? 

More than only English as second language of the page? 

Total score for content quality 0

Communication and interactive content criteria Score Comments from the assessor

6

Communication possibilities with the hospital / staff / 

Online Services 

Does the page offer communication possibilities with the hospital and 

staff, more than an email address, possibilities for appointments? Direct 

communication with different staff (physicians, nurses and other staff)? 

How well are different forms of electronic communication implemented 

in the website?Are there info about waiting list for examination. Are 

there services for book/delete an appointment? Are ther services for on 

line payment of eventual fees. Are there remind services (SMS) for a 

visit or the availability of some results? 

7 Chat, Blog or other web 2.0 based interaction
Does the website offer different web 2.0 communication forms (e.g. 

facebook account, twitter feeds, RSS feeds, blogs, chatrooms and 

forums), are these means used and supported regularly? Are comments 

and postings up to date? Are postings quality checked? How well does 

the website include the possibilties of web 2.0 for online 

communication and interaction with the target group?

8 Download possibilities for forms and information 
Does the website offer possibilities for download of information 

(forms)? Are they easy to find? Does the site allow online filling of 

forms? How rich is the offer for downloadable information on the 

website?

9 Accessibility from different devices



Is the site accessible from different IT devices like PC, MAC, mobile 

phone, Ipad and other tablet PCs? Are there any restrictions for 

different devices? 

10 Access to personal data for patients

Are there possibilities to login and download patient information?

Total score for communication and interaction quality 0

Total score for website quality 0


